Leica Viva Quick Guide
Leica Viva: Quick Grid Guide

Leica SmartWorx Viva has a simplified means of quickly creating a site co-ordinate system
called ‘Quick Grid’. This has several methods depending on site requirements, listed
below:
• Single Point: This method is targeted at the basic customer who wants to set up a
local coordinate system based on a single point.
The orientation is fixed to WGS 1984 north.
A height scale is applied to bring GPS distances to “ground” using measured point
WGS 1984 height.
• Multiple Points: This method is targeted at the more rigorous customer who wants to
set up a local coordinate system based on multiple points. Rotation and scale are
as calculated.
• Single Point Base: This method is targeted at the basic customer who wants to set up
a local coordinate system based on the base station position. The orientation is
fixed to WGS 1984 north. A height scale is applied to bring GPS distances to
“ground” using measured point WGS 1984 height.
• Orientate To Line: This method is targeted at the more advanced customer who wants
to set up a local coordinate system based on a single point, but set the orientation
of the resulting grid by measuring a second point. The rotation is as calculated.
• QuickShift: This method is targeted at the more advanced customer who wants to shift
their existing coordinate system based on a single point.
A 3D transformation is calculated.
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▪ Single Point Method
Step Instruction

Screenshots

This method is targeted at the
basic customer who wants to
set up a local coordinate
system based on a single
point.
Start QuickGrid by pressing

1.1
then

. Select Single Point
then
as the method then press OK.

1.2

Now enter the local coordinates of your single
reference point. These can be
manually entered, or the
Working or Control Job can be
searched, if you your point is
already defined.
Leave the Ignore local
height…… and the Use geoid
boxes unchecked.
Press OK.

1.3

1.4

Input a point ID and Measure
the reference point.

Enter a name for the new coordinate system and press
Store. It will automatically
attach to the current Working
job.
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▪

Multiple Points Method

Step Instruction

2.1

Screenshots

This method is targeted at the
more rigorous customer who
wants to set up a local
coordinate system based on
multiple points. Rotation and
scale are as calculated.
Start QuickGrid by pressing
then
then
. Select Multiple
Points as the method then
press OK.

2.2

Now enter the local coordinates of your first
reference point. These can be
manually entered, or the
Working or Control Job can be
searched, if you your point is
already defined.
Leave the Ignore local
height…… and the Use geoid
boxes unchecked.
Press OK.

2.3

Input a point ID and Measure
the first reference point.
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▪

Multiple Points Method (contd)

Step Instruction

2.4

2.5

Screenshots

The Matched Points page will
appear automatically. To add
extra points press New (F2),
and repeat until all the
required points have been
measured. To change the Match
type (e.g. Position and
Height, Position only or
Height only) press Match (F3).
Press More to view the height
residuals. When you have
surveyed all the points and
are happy with the results,
press OK.

Enter a name for the new coordinate system and press
Store. It will automatically
attach to the current Working
job.
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▪

Single Point Base Method

Step Instruction

3.1

Screenshots

This method is targeted at the
basic customer who wants to
set up a local coordinate
system based on the base
station position. The
orientation is fixed to
WGS 1984 north. A height
scale is applied to bring GPS
distances to “ground” using
measured point WGS 1984
height.
Start QuickGrid by pressing
then
then
. Select Single Point
Base as the method then press
OK.

3.2

Now enter the local coordinates of your first
reference point. These can be
manually entered, or the
Working or Control Job can be
searched, if you your point is
already defined.
Leave the Ignore local
height…… and the Use geoid
boxes unchecked.
Press OK.

3.3

Enter a name for the new coordinate system and press
Store. It will automatically
attach to the current Working
job
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▪ Orientate to Line Method
Step Instruction

4.1

Screenshots

This method is targeted at the
more advanced customer who
wants to set up a local
coordinate system based on a
single point, but set the
orientation of the resulting
grid by measuring a second
point. The rotation is as
calculated.
Start QuickGrid by pressing

4.2

,
,
.
Select Orientate to Line as
the method then press OK
Now enter the local coordinates of your single
reference point. These can be
manually entered, or the
Working or Control Job can be
searched, if you your point is
already defined.
Leave the Ignore local
height…… and the Use geoid
boxes unchecked.
Press OK

4.3

4.4

Input a point ID and Measure
the reference point. Next
measure the two points and
define the required azimuth
between them.

Enter a name for the new coordinate system and press
Store. It will automatically
attach to the current Working
job.
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▪

Quickshift Method

Step Instruction

5.1

Screenshots

This method is targeted at the
more advanced customer who
wants to shift their existing
3D Classical co-ordinate
system based on a single
point. A 3D transformation is
calculated.
Start QuickGrid by pressing
then
then
. Select QuickShift
as the method then press OK.

5.2

5.3

Select the existing coordinate system from the list.

Now enter the local coordinates of your single
reference point. These can be
manually entered, or the
Working or Control Job can be
searched, if you your point is
already defined.
Leave the Ignore local
height…… and the Use geoid
boxes unchecked if a height
transformation needs to be
calculated. Check them both if
a geoid is to be used, and
select the correct geoid from
the list.
Press OK
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▪

Quickshift Method (contd)

Step Instruction

5.4

5.5

Screenshots

Input a point ID and Measure
the reference point.

Enter a name for the new coordinate system and press
Store. It will automatically
attach to the current Working
job.
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